
WEPG-AM  / WSDQ-AM 
Quarterly Issues & Programs 

2nd Quarter - 2021 
(April, May, June) 

 
Program Title  Date  Time   Duration          Description/Issue  
 

Special Report    04/01/21  6:00pm 61:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Town of Kimball Mayor and 
Aldermen from the from the Kimball Town Hall  --  to serve those unable to attend in-
person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure during COVID-19 
pandemic.  

 

InfoTrak    04/03/21  6:01am 7:16   Consumer Matters,  
         Real Estate 

Eric Sussman, PhD, adjunct real estate professor at the University of California Los 
Angeles -- Prof. Sussman explained the recent trend of “We buy houses” and “Cash for 
homes” signs on roadsides and other forms of advertising.  He explained what types of 
real estate investors are behind the signs and how the transactions typically are 
structured.  He also outlined the pluses and minuses for home sellers. 

 
InfoTrak  04/03/21   6:08am  9:55   Personal Health,   
         Reproduction,   
          

Shanna H. Swan, PhD, Professor of Environmental Medicine and Public Health at the 
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York City, author of "Count Down: How 
Our Modern World Is Threatening Sperm Counts, Altering Male and Female 
Reproductive Development, and Imperiling the Future of the Human Race" -- Prof. 
Swan’s research has found that sperm counts among men in the industrialized world fell 
nearly 60 percent from 1973 to 2011, in part because of the hormonal effects of 
chemicals widely used in consumer products. She said if trends continue at the current 
rate, most couples may have to seek assisted reproduction by the year 2045. She 
believes that the chemical industry urgently needs to develop chemicals that can be 
used in everyday products that are non-hormonally active. 



InfoTrak  04/03/21   6:25am  5:11   Underage Drinking,  
         Youth At Risk 

Matthew E. Rossheim, PhD, MPH, CPH, Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Global and Community Health at George Mason University -- Supersized alcopops are 
ready-to-drink flavored beverages that taste like energy drinks, but contain up to five 
standard alcohol drinks in a single serving.  Prof. Rossheim led a recent study that 
found that 46% of all calls to U.S. poison control centers involving supersized alcopop 
consumption were made for consumers below the legal drinking age.  He explained 
what regulatory and policy changes might help to address the problem. 

 

InfoTrak  04/10/21  6:01am 9:53   Parenting, Education 
 

Richard Watts, personal advisor and legal counsel to the super wealthy, author of 
“Entitlemania: How Not to Spoil Your Kids, and What to Do if You Have” --  Mr. Watts 
said well-intentioned parents are creating a ''me'' generation of children who lack the 
wisdom and satisfaction of accomplishment that can only be learned through struggle 
and adversity. He offered examples of parental decisions that create a sense of 
entitlement in children in families of all income levels. He also outlined simple ways for 
parents to be a good example for children. 

 

InfoTrak  04/10/21 6:11am 7:22  Personal Finance 

Matt Schulz, Senior Industry Analyst at CreditCards.com -- It pays for consumers to 
reach out to a credit card provider when faced with unwanted fees and high interest 
rates.  Mr. Schulz said 87% of credit cardholders who asked for a late fee waiver were 
successful and 69% who requested a lower interest rate received one. His 
organization’s study found that only about half of consumers have made any request at 
all for credit card leniency. 

 

InfoTrak  04/10/21 6:21am 4:38   Senior Citizens,   
         Retirement Planning 

Dana King, MD, MS, Professor and Chair of the Department of Family Medicine at the 
West Virginia University School of Medicine -- Dr. King led a study that examined 
whether retired, late middle-aged adults led a healthier lifestyle than those who were 
still in the workforce.  He found that the spare time found in retirement did not 
translate to healthier lifestyle choices.  He said that 90% of Americans of any age are 
not making healthy choices.  He explained discussed the possible reasons why. 
 



Special Report    04/12/21  6:03pm 49:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Town of Jasper Board of Mayor and 
Alderman from the  from the Jasper City Hall Annex in Jasper, TN --  to serve those 
unable to attend in-person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure 
during COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Special Report    04/13/21  6:00pm 52:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the City of South Pittsburg Commission 
Meeting from the from the South Pittsburg Senior Citizen Center meeting room --  to 
serve those unable to attend in-person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their 
exposure during COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Swap & Shop    04/22/21  8:33am 6:00   Community, High  
         School Sports 
 

Swap & Shop hosts speak to organizers with the First Annual Warrior Classic golf 
tournament to benefit the Marion County High School football athletics program. The 
event will take place on June 25th, 2021 at Hidden Valley Golf Course.  

 

Local News    04/24/21  7:03am 4:00   Community, Safety 

Continuing coverage and interviews from local law enforcement and EMA officials 
regarding a HAZMAT incident involving a parked tanker truck and trailer at Monteagle, 
TN that caught fire earlier in week.  
 

Swap & Shop    04/24/21  9:12am 5:00   Community,   
         Rec  Sports 
 

Swap & Shop hosts announce Jasper / Marion County Little League Football sign-ups for 
boys and girls age 11 and under -- happening thru June 5th, 2021. More info can be 
obtained by texting 435-272-0290 for REMIND sign-up or visiting their Facebook Page 
online.  

 

Special Report    04/26/21  6:01pm 137:00 Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Marion County Commission from the 
Lawson Building in Jasper, TN --  to serve those unable to attend in-person due to 
health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure during COVID-19 pandemic.  



Local News     04/27/21  5:30pm 10:20   Community, Business 

Live coverage and reports of massive fire at local restaurant, Jim Oliver's Smokehouse, 
a longtime tourist and local destination atop Monteagle Mountain in Monteagle, TN. The 
restaurant experienced a fire that rapidly-spread through the historic structure 
destroying the restaurant, general store, many antique artifacts and the Louvin Brothers 
music museum housed at the site.  
 

Local News     04/29/21  8:03am 04:20   Health, Safety, COVID 

TN Governor Bill Lee has announced that he is lifting / ending public health orders in 
the state, including local authority over mask mandates related to COVID-19 pandemic.  

. 

Local News    04/30/21  6:03am 1:20   Community, Safety 

Marion County Sheriff's Department has announced that on Saturday, 5/1/21, over 
1,500 bicyclists will be traveling through the county via Suck Creek Road, RA Griffith 
Highway, Francis Springs Rd, TN-28, Mel Dixon Ln, Valley View Highway, SR-150, US-41 
back to Hamilton County as part of bike relay. They advise motorists to use extra 
caution.  

 

InfoTrak     05/01/21  6:01am 9:24   Personal Health,   
         Emgcy. Preparedness 

Reynold Henry, MD, MPH, General Surgery Chief Resident at Los Angeles County 
and USC Medical Center -- Uncontrolled bleeding continues to be one of the most 
common causes of preventable death from a traumatic injury. Dr. Henry led a recent 
study that found that the use of tourniquets before patients arrive at a hospital has 
increased significantly in recent years.  He said the trend has improved survival rates 
and decreased the need for blood transfusions. He explained the basic steps for 
applying a tourniquet. 

 

InfoTrak     05/01/21  6:11am 7:58   Mental Health   

Katherine May, author of ”Wintering: The Power of Rest and Retreat in Difficult 
Times” -- Ms. May discussed how to deal with difficult times of life when unforeseen 
circumstances derail a person, such as an abrupt illness, the death of a loved one, a job 
loss, or a divorce. She calls these periods of dislocation “wintering.”  She explained 
what nature can teach us about slowing down, and how to use rest and retreat to cope 
with life’s darkest moments. 



 

InfoTrak     05/01/21  6:22am 4:54   Substance Addiction,  
         Gov't Policy 

Daniel Hartung, Pharm.D., M.P.H., Professor in the Oregon State University College 
of Pharmacy -- More than 70,000 American lives were lost to drug overdoses in 2019, 
according to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, and the problem grew even worse 
during the pandemic. Prof. Hartung led a study that found that 20% of pharmacies 
refuse to dispense a key medication, buprenorphine, to treat the addiction. He 
explained possible reasons behind the problem, and why the availability of this drug is 
so important in the battle against the opioid epidemic. 
 

Special Report    05/04/21  8:00am 40:00  Weather, Safety  

WEPG/WSDQ News goes live with wall-to-wall coverage regarding severe 
thunderstorms and warned storm activity by the NWS in our listening areas.   

 

Special Report    05/06/21  6:00pm 44:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Town of Kimball Mayor and 
Aldermen from the from the Kimball Town Hall  --  to serve those unable to attend in-
person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure during COVID-19 
pandemic.  

 

Special Report    05/07/21  4:00pm 74:00  Community, Business  

WEPG/WSDQ News provides live coverage of Sequatchie-Dunlap Chamber of Commerce 
meeting and awards.    
 

Special Report    05/10/21  6:01pm 42:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Town of Jasper Board of Mayor and 
Alderman from the  from the Jasper City Hall Annex in Jasper, TN --  to serve those 
unable to attend in-person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure 
during COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Local News    05/11/21  7:01am 1:00  Community, Utilities 

WEPG/WSDQ News announces planned power outage for repairs to electrical grid for 
SVEC customers on Whitwell Mountain and in the Griffith Creek communities on 
Tuesday, 5/11/21 between 8am and 1pm CDT to repair recent storm damage.    



Special Report    05/11/21  6:00pm 64:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the City of South Pittsburg Commission 
Meeting from the from the South Pittsburg Senior Citizen Center meeting room --  to 
serve those unable to attend in-person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their 
exposure during COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

Local News    05/12/21  2:01pm 2:00  Community, Gov't 

WEPG/WSDQ News gives information on the City of Dunlap's request for public input on 
the city's bicycle and pedestrian plan. Input can be made at 
http://tinyurl.com/DunlapBikePad.    

 

Local News    05/12/21  6:01pm 1:00  Community, Banking 

WEPG/WSDQ News gives information regarding a consumer alert of a telephone scam 
affecting Citizen's Tri-County Bank customers in the listening area.    

 

Special Report    05/15/21  6:00pm 87:00   Community, Schools 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live coverage of the Marion County High School Class 
of 2021 Graduation Ceremony from the MCHS football field -- live on radio, cable 
TV access channels, Facebook, and iTV Chattanooga streaming channel.  

 

Special Report    05/17/21  9:00am 5:00   Community, Schools 

WEPG and WSDQ live public address from Dr. Mark Griffith from Marion County Board 
of Education regarding the upcoming school year and development of Marion County 
Virtual School program for those interested.  

 

InfoTrak     05/22/21  6:01am 8:39   Homelessness,   
         Substance Abuse, Gov't 

Julie Broderick, BSc, MSc, PhD, Assistant Professor of Physiotherapy, Trinity College 
Dublin, the University of Dublin -- Dr. Broderick led a study that found that the physical 
condition of homeless people in their twenties, thirties and forties is similar to 70 and 
80-year-olds in the general population. She found that only 31% could attempt to climb 
one flight of stairs, and only 38% could walk for 6 minutes. She discussed the possible 
reasons behind this finding, and potential solutions to address it. 



 

InfoTrak     05/22/21  6:10am 8:36   Traffic Safety, Gov't 

Jeffrey Michael, EdD, Distinguished Scholar in the Department of Health Policy and 
Management and the Leon S. Robertson Faculty Development Chair in Injury Prevention 
at the Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School of Public Health, former senior 
official at the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration -- There’s been little 
change in the number of traffic deaths in the United States for many years.  Dr. Michael 
was the co-author of a report that recommends the adoption of the "Safe System" 
approach to road design.  The “Safe System” utilizes things like roundabouts and lane 
designs intended to slow traffic near pedestrians, to significantly reduce the chances for 
mistakes by drivers, pedestrians, and bicyclists, and reduce the intensity of crashes 
when they do occur.  

 

InfoTrak     05/22/21  6:21am 4:54   Urban Planning,   
         Personal Health,   
         Minority Concerns 

Roy Remme, Ph.D., postdoctoral scholar with the Natural Capital Project at Stanford 
University at the time of the research -- Dr. Remme led a Stanford study that 
demonstrated that city parks and green spaces lead to measurable improvements in 
health.  He said the study offers proof for city planners and other officials of the 
importance of green spaces for promoting physical activities, particularly for elderly, 
minority and low-income populations. 

 

Special Report    05/24/21  6:00pm 158:00 Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Marion County Commission from the 
Lawson Building in Jasper, TN --  to serve those unable to attend in-person due to 
health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure during COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

Local News    05/27/21  8:01am 2:00  Education, Community 

WEPG/WSDQ News gives information from the Marion County Board of Education 
regarding procedures for the end of the 2020-2021 school year, which comes to a close 
on Saturday, 5/29/21, with report card pickup at area schools from 7:30am-9:30am.  
This includes information on returning books, Chromebooks, and other equipment to 
local schools.     

 



Local News    05/28/21  6:03am 1:00  Highway Safety, Travel 

WEPG/WSDQ News talks about the first major travel holiday upcoming (Memorial Day) 
and the Tennessee Highway Patrol's efforts to enforce safety for the duration of the 
holiday weekend, featuring a phone sound-bite from Cpt. Timothy Spicer with the THP 
District 2 (Chattanooga) regarding what they're doing to ensure motorist safety for the 
holiday.  
 

Special Report    06/03/21  6:00pm 48:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Town of Kimball Mayor and 
Aldermen from the from the Kimball Town Hall  --  to serve those unable to attend in-
person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure during COVID-19 
pandemic.  
 

InfoTrak     06/05/21  6:01am 8:41   Disaster Preparedness 

 Redlener, PhD,  Director of Columbia University's National Center for Disaster 
Preparedness -- Dr. Redlener said that a limited nuclear attack can be survivable. He 
said sheltering in place is the best way to avoid the radiation that would follow a 
nuclear detonation. He outlined emergency supplies that every household should have 
on hand, and he discussed the reasons that public officials are reluctant to discuss the 
topic. 
 

InfoTrak     06/05/21  6:11am 8:36   Women's Issues,   
         Education, Career 

Olympia LePoint, mathematician, rocket scientist, author of “Mathaphobia: How You 
Can Overcome Your Math Fears and Become a Rocket Scientist” -- Ms. LePoint was a 
professional rocket scientist for NASA programs from 1998 to 2007, and was involved in 
28 successful shuttle launches.  She discussed the shortage of females in STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering & Math) careers and why it is important to 
encourage young women to enter these fields. 
 

InfoTrak     06/05/21  6:23am 5:08   Auto Safety, Driver Ed 

David M. Neyens, PhD, Assistant Professor in the Department of Industrial Engineering at 
Clemson University -- In a future filled with self-driving cars, how quickly will human drivers be 
able regain control in the event of a system failure or sudden emergency?  Dr. Neyens led a 
study that found that driver reaction times were poor. He said car designers will need to find 
ways to give drivers much earlier warnings.  He added that driver education programs will also 
need to change significantly, once driverless cars hit the mass market. 



Swap & Shop    06/11/21  9:01 am 7:35   Community, Fire Dept 

Swap & Shop hosts talk to Fred "Hawg" Tuders regarding the Haletown Fire 
Department's First Annual First Responder Bash to be held on Saturday, 6/12/21 at 
Anchor Inn in Haletown (Guild), TN -- with arts, crafts, entertainment, food and a 
nighttime fireworks display to benefit the Haletown Volunteer Fire Department, which 
serves the areas of Haletown, Guild, Ladds, Whiteside and parts of Jasper and provides 
mutual aid to all departments in the county.  

 

InfoTrak     06/12/21  6:01am 8:59   Human Trafficking,  
         Crime 

Kimberly Mehlman-Orozco, PhD, human trafficking expert, author of “Hidden in 
Plain Sight: America's Slaves of the New Millennium” -- Dr. Mehlman-Orozco discussed 
the most common scenarios in human trafficking cases and why the pandemic 
lockdowns made the problem worse. She said jurors and judges often are unaware that 
human trafficking victims are typically controlled by coercion and mental manipulation, 
rather than via physical kidnapping or other means of force. She explained what to do if 
someone suspects they know a person who is a victim of human trafficking. 

 

InfoTrak     06/12/21 6:11am 8:12   Employment, Career 

Wayne Applewhite, business leadership expert, author of “You Know it's a Verb, 
Right?” -- Mr. Applewhite explained how someone can avoid career burn-out and find a 
balance between work and life.  He talked about the importance of notetaking, 
schedules and lists in maintaining a productive work environment. He said clear 
communication from bosses is the key for organizations transitioning back to work in 
the aftermath of the pandemic. 

 

InfoTrak     06/12/21 6:25am 4:58   Consumer Matters,  
         Supply Chain 

Mike Kucharski, Co-Owner and Vice President of JKC Trucking, one of America's 
largest refrigerated trucking companies -- Mr. Kucharski said 25% of needed truck 
drivers are no longer on the nation’s highways.  He explained how such a severe 
shortage affects consumers.  He also outlined the attractive aspects of a career in truck 
driving, and how much training and time is required to become licensed. 

 

 



Special Report    06/14/21  6:01pm 51:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Town of Jasper Board of Mayor and 
Alderman from the  from the Jasper City Hall Annex in Jasper, TN --  to serve those 
unable to attend in-person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure 
during COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Special Report    06/15/21  6:01pm 68:00   Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the City of South Pittsburg Commission 
Meeting from the from the South Pittsburg Senior Citizen Center meeting room --  to 
serve those unable to attend in-person due to health concerns or inabilities limiting their 
exposure during COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

Local News    06/16/21  7:01am 1:20   Health, Wellness 

WEPG and WSDQ news reports that respiratory illnesses are on the rise in Tennessee, 
other states; Not related to COVID-19. Health officials advise residents to make healthy 
choices in regards to local air quality index reports and seek consultation with doctors 
to ensure it's not COVID-related. 
 

Local News    06/16/21  3:01pm 1:00   Community, Athletics 

WEPG and WSDQ news reports sports physicals for Grundy County, TN school athletes 
will be held on Monday 6/21/21 at 3:30pm at Grundy County High School. This is for 
any student in middle or high school that is planning to play sports during the upcoming 
2021-2022 school year. The cost is $25.   
 

Local News    06/16/21  3:02pm 1:00   Community, Athletics 

WEPG and WSDQ news reports via WDEF-TV that the Hamilton County Fair 
(Chattanooga) has been postponed again for 2021 due to supplier shortages and 
ongoing COVID concerns.  
 

InfoTrak     06/19/21  6:01am 8:02   Mental Health, Crime 

Ira D. Glick, MD, Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences at the Stanford University 
Medical Center, Emeritus -- Most mass shooters die during the crime, but Prof. Glick led the first 
study that closely examined medical and court records of the perpetrators who survived.  He 
found that a large majority of perpetrators had psychiatric disorders for which they had 
received no medication or other treatment. He believes that mental health providers, lawyers, 
and the public should be made aware that some unmedicated patients do pose an increased 
risk of violence and should receive treatment, whether they want it or not. 



InfoTrak     06/19/21  6:11am 9:07   Cancer, Health    
         Minority Concerns 

Michael J. Barry, M.D., Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School, Director of 
the Informed Medical Decisions Program within the Health Decision Sciences Center at 
Massachusetts General Hospital, Vice Chair of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force -- 
An alarming rise in colorectal cancer cases among young people has led the US 
Preventive Services Task Force to establish new guidelines. Dr. Barry co-wrote the 
revised standards and explained why screenings for colorectal cancer should begin at 
age 45 — five years earlier than was previously recommended. He also discussed the 
importance of screening for African Americans, who have the highest rates of colorectal 
cancer incidence and deaths. 

 

InfoTrak     06/19/21 6:24am 5:04   Education, Economy  

Daniela Viana Costa, PhD, Public Policy Economist at the Penn Wharton Public Policy 
Initiative -- Dr. Viana Costa was the co-author of a study that examined the long-term 
economic effects of school closures/remote learning during the pandemic lockdowns.  
She found that the reduced education will create productivity losses, leading to a 3.6% 
decrease in GDP and a 3.5% decrease in hourly wages by 2050.  She explained why 
younger students were hit hardest by the lack of learning, and possible steps that 
schools may take to reduce the decline. 

Swap & Shop    06/21/21  8:45  6:00   Community & Gov't  

Swap & Shop hosts talk to Town of Jasper Mayor, Jason Turner, about the city's 
upcoming Independence Day Celebration -- Jasper's "Big Boom 2021" 
celebration...featuring a 5k Glow Run and Kickball Tournament on Friday 7/2 and a BBQ 
competition, carnival, music, face painting and fireworks on Saturday 7/3.  
 

InfoTrak     06/26/21  6:01am 9:50   Racism,    
         Minority Concerns 

Melvin J. Gravely, II. PhD, civic leader, President and CEO of TriVersity Construction 
Company, author of “Dear White Friend: The Realities of Race, the Power of 
Relationships and Our Path to Equity” -- The racial divide in America appears to have 
expanded significantly in the past year or so.  Mr. Gravely said the great majority of 
white Americans are not racists, but they are “benefiting bystanders.” He believes that 
Americans can solve racial problems together. He explained how he defines equality 
versus equity, and suggested that people should expose themselves to new friends and 
ideas to expand their understanding of why others feel as they do. 
 



InfoTrak     06/26/21 6:12am 7:27   Opioid Addiction,   
         Nutrition, Health 

David E. Fisher, MD, PhD, Director of the Mass General Cancer Center's Melanoma 
Program, Director of Massachusetts General Hospital's Cutaneous Biology Research 
Center -- Dr. Fisher led a recent study that found that vitamin D deficiency strongly 
exaggerates the craving for and effects of opioids, potentially increasing the risk for 
dependence and addiction. He said that his findings suggest that addressing the 
common problem of vitamin D deficiency with inexpensive supplements could play a 
part in combating the ongoing scourge of opioid addiction. 
 

 

InfoTrak     06/26/21 6:23am 5:06   Disaster Preparedness,  
         Infrastructure 

M. Granger Morgan, PhD, Hamerschlag University Professor of Engineering at 
Carnegie Mellon University and co-director of the National Science Foundation's Center 
for Climate and Energy Decision Making -- Prof. Morgan discussed his recent study that 
compared strategies for providing emergency power to residents during a large, long-
duration power outage, particularly in rural and suburban communities. He said 
cooperative strategies like sharing a higher capacity generator among multiple homes 
cost 10 to 40 times less than if each household used its own generator. He discussed 
the regulatory hurdles that currently block these solutions. 

 

 

Special Report    06/28/21  6:00pm 128:00 Community & Gov't 

WEPG and WSDQ carry a live meeting of the Marion County Commission from the 
Lawson Building in Jasper, TN --  to serve those unable to attend in-person due to 
health concerns or inabilities limiting their exposure during COVID-19 pandemic.  

 


